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ways:. those.which.use.an. intensional.operator. to.model. the. role.of. the.
individual,.and.those.which.shift.the.matter.to.pragmatics.and.leave.it.out.
of.syntax .
2. Questions in General




























are. two. possibilities. for. something’s. not. belonging. to. logic:. either. the.
question.pertains.to.something.else.(to.a.different.science),.or.there.is.no.
question.at.all .
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3. Questions and Answers
There.is.also.a.more.structural.connection.between.questions.and.proposi-
tions.for.both.Mill.and.Carnap:
The.answer. to.every.question.which. it. is.possible. to. frame,.must.be.con-
tained.in.a.Proposition,.or.Assertation ..[…].[T]o.know.the.import.of.all.pos-
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and.in.which.do.they.differ?.They.both.(a).limit.meaningful.questions.by.





and.consciousness,.and. (b). for.Mill. there.are.questions. that.are.outside.
science,.but.for.Carnap.(if.taken.literally).there.are.not .









ematical. propositions .. For. Carnap,.mathematical. propositions. lack. any.
empirical.content;.for.Mill,.all.propositions,.and.particularly.mathemati-
cal. theorems,.derive.some.of.their. justification.from.empirical.grounds ..
But.does.Mill.really.claim.that.mathematical.propositions.are.empirical.
ones?
























A. second. and. even.more. important. non-empirical. element. is. included.
here:.supposing,.or. the.will. to.suppose ..This.decisive.or.normative.ele-
ment.is.a.very.modern.constituent.of.Mill’s.conception.of.mathematical.
statements4.(think.of.the.late.Wittgenstein,.for.example):










supposing.that. the.numbers.are.a.precise. index.to.actual.quantities .. (Mill,.
2002:.170)
Certainty.in.mathematics.depends,.accordingly,.on.the.presupposition.of.













ori?.A. conflict. only. occurs.when.we. consider. the. enterprise. of. finding.
such. theorems,. i .e .. research.work ..Therefore,.questions are. the.point.at.
which.the.origin.of.mathematical.truth.becomes.relevant .
4.The.normative.impact.of.Mill’s.considerations.is.discussed.in.Skorupski,.1998:.53 .
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Following.Carnap,. one. can. pose. such. questions,. formulating. them.






least.not. in. logic.(although.perhaps. it. is.one. in.psychology) ..Following.
Mill,.of.course,.such.questions.make.perfect.sense,.if.only.because.their.
empirical.grounds.have.to.be.evaluated .
5. Consequences of Choosing a System of Erotetic Logic
Questions. in.mathematics. are. the. crucial. point. in. discussions. about. ri-

























5.For.an.overview.of.these.accounts,.see.e .g ..Harrah,.2002 .
























the.question. is. located ..The.concept.of. a. “question.within. a. fixed. (for-
mal).framework”.is.simply.impossible.from.Mill’s.point.of.view,.even.in.
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